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1. Introduction

Geographic information appears in the forms of images, statistics, or text information. In recent years, computer technology has greatly advanced in both hard- and software, and so-called GIS, Geographic Information System, is now drawing much attention of the whole world; it satisfies users' intention by converting geographic information as above into numerical (digital) information, saving it as databases, putting it instantly into diagrams and maps, and furthermore, making spatial analytic models and analyzing the simulation.

Geographic information means here the information which can be expressed on maps by means of location identifying codes (that is, 'geocodes'), like longitude and latitude, mesh code, administrative regional code, or zip code. It consists of some kinds of information: image information is either what is obtained by remote sensing methods such as satellite pictures and air photos or what is expressed in maps; statistic information is what is implied in various
statistical charts based on various statistical researches; and text information is what is stated and expressed as text in topographies, dictionaries, and cyclopedias.

A geographic information system, as seen above, was formerly grasped in general as "a computer-assisted technological system for collecting, diagramming, numerically expressing, storing, processing, and displaying geographic information". The present contents of it are, however, not just confined thereto. It is now under reconstruction to be a more refined technological system which contains analytic tools adequate to users' purpose; this is so-called Spatial Information System. The technology is also widely applied to various fields such as (1) information collecting (remote sensing, monitoring, etc.), (2) planning and maintenance (city planning support, local planning support, facility maintenance, etc.), (3) environment (natural environment, conservation environment, etc.), (4) landscape (urban landscape, historical landscape, etc.), (5) disaster prevention (collection of disaster information, research of disaster suffering area, etc.), (6) business (marketing, facility siting, estate maintenance, etc.), so that the range where utilization of geographic information systems are expected is steadily spreading.

The first geographic information system is thought to have been the "Canadian Geographic Information System (CGIS)", which Canadian Government designed in 1964 especially for their agricultural reconstruction and development plan. Thereafter, especially since 1970's, various countries, led by USA, have achieved their own individual technological development both on hard- and software sides, and tried to answer users' purpose. While a lot of results have been brought about, the technology for its particular users has advanced to be the technology of general purpose, and its practicality is now being more and more highly appreciated.

Intention to use a geographic information system differs greatly depending on whether its users are public bodies like central and local governments, etc. or private bodies like electric power companies, gas companies, banks, real estate companies, etc. The public ones use it for public interest and benefit, while the private ones use it for their private benefit. Central and local governments use geographic information systems for (1) city plan settling, (2) real property taxation, (3) public facility maintenance, (4) anti-disaster policy, (5) land conservation policy, and (6) forestry resource conservation policy, etc. Electric compa-
nies, gas companies, banks, real estate companies, etc., on the other hand, use them definitely for their private interests

This paper is intended to examine concretely how and where geographic information systems are applied and to consider what direction their usage is going to, especially on the branch of environment. The stages of development of geographic information systems are summarized in the following chapter, and some examples of the usage of geographic information systems are shown in the concrete in Chapter 3. Then some examples of the definite applications of so-called geographic information system technology will be investigated in Chapter 4. And in the last Chapter 5, there will be considered the possibility and the direction for introducing geographic information systems into the field of the environment.

2. Stages of development of geographic information systems

Generally speaking, the geographic information system begins its first stage as a geographic information system for (A) maintaining the facilities of the economic body concerned. For instance, public bodies like local governments begin to apply it to maintaining public facilities such as constructions of water and sewage works or roads; private bodies like gas or electric companies begin to apply it for managing their facilities like gas pipes, electric cables, or communication wires. The characteristic point of this stage is that the systems are developed originally and independently in both hard- and software, mainly conducted under the economic body concerned to answer the purpose of the body itself.

The next stage is an advanced one where the systems begin not only to carry out facility maintenance, but also to be (B) a method of administrative management, including the facility maintenance, of the economic body concerned. Let us take some illustrations. A gas company will unify their account database and their facility maintenance geographic information system, and reconstructs the existing geographic information system into an industrial information system in order to estimate the demand of gas appliances and to promote sales. A local government will make up the previous system into a more useful one that can plan and settle the renovation of facilities like water and sewage works systematically in accordance with the water charges and the source of revenue.
Needless to say, both the hard- and software of the geographic information system in this stage will be, in the main, what are developed originally for the sake of the economic body concerned.

The further it goes on, the more possibly will geographic information systems advance to take a task of (C) a local infrastructure. Particularly in the urban area, a number of institutions and facilities of public and private bodies stand very close together and each of them has their own databases independently concerning their institutions and facilities. To exchange those databases with each other will pave the way for the mutual use of them. The city planning division of a local government, for instance, may expect very much such a geographic information system as a local infrastructure to be constructed. On this stage, even if the hard- and software may be developed individually for the sake of the economic body concerned, it will be essential for the software, especially for the technique to manage data, to have some certain mutual interchangeability and commonality.

Finally, it can be assumed that the stage will come of geographic information systems as (D) a social infrastructure. On this advanced stage, by paying a certain fee, people will be able to access the databases concerning those institutions and facilities that the economic bodies serve or share, and people can purchase map information (digital maps) put on the market as a CD ROM, etc. Then both hardware and software will get greater interchangeability and everyone will be able to purchase them at comparatively low prices. Central and local governments will use geographic information systems without hesitation for (1) city plan settling, (2) real property taxation, (3) public facility maintenance, (4) anti-disaster policy, (5) land conservation policy, (6) forestry resource conservation policy, etc. Private enterprises, not only electric or gas companies that have already been using them but other kinds of economic bodies, will begin to introduce them. Using a geographic information system, newspaper delivery shops will make their daily work more efficient, pizza deliverers will ascertain the order addresses; and car drivers will easily know the way to their destination. Present geographic information systems may be, seen on a worldwide scale, at the beginning of this stage, the leading center of which is Europe and America. In the near future, the day will come of the full-scale “geographic information system as a social infrastructure”, not only in the Western world but also in Japan.
In the following chapter, let us consider in the concrete some examples of present use of geographic information systems and we will see the age of real "GIS as a social infrastructure" is drawing near.

3. Usage examples of geographic information systems

(1) Public service distribution information system of Ijsselmij Utilities Company

Ijsselmij Utilities Company is one of the leading public service companies in Holland that aims at distributing energy, and supplies electricity, gas, water, cable TV, and local heating services, etc⁷. Ijsselmij Utilities Company introduced in 1991 a geographic information system as Public Service Distribution Information System (DISIS).

Their Public Service Distribution Information System is a geographic information system with the object of managing and analyzing the geographic information. The information includes both image and non-image data concerning the networks for distributing public services such as power lines over 40,000km, pipes, cables, and thousands of attached switches, valves, meters, boxes, amplifiers, etc. It consists of five subsystems. (1) "The text information system" manages technical data concerning the components of networks both on the ground and embedded under ground. (2) "The logical map and geographic rough map system" shows wide area network maps on the display or on the planning sheet. (3) "The utility map system" manages detailed image information of large-scale maps. (4) "The connection data system" manages technical data and distribution data of individual households and big consumers. And (5) "the standard package system" calculates model cases and analyzes local troubles.

Before introduction of the Public Service Distribution Information System, Ijsselmij Utilities Company found neither unification nor consistency in their data sent from the areas under their control or from local offices. Some data was left unrenewed and some was utterly unavailable. But after introducing this system, such problems are gone; available information is input and output efficiently, and controlling quality has improved remarkably.

The Public Service Distribution Information System of Ijsselmij Utilities Company is an independent organization within the company and belongs to no department. It is, therefore, characteristic of the system that any department
in the company is able to utilize it. The fact suggests the possibility that the same kind of utilities companies distributing public services as Ijsselmij does can cooperate in building a common system to share with each other, and the construction of a more efficient Public Service Distribution Information System can be expected in the future.

As is shown above, it is obvious that Ijsselmij's Public Service Distribution Information System has gone beyond the stage (A) "a geographic information system for maintaining the facilities of the economic body concerned". We can say it has reached the stage (B) "a geographic information system for administrative management, including facility maintenance, of the economic body concerned".

(2) Land Information Management System of Lee County, Florida

Lee County is located in the southwestern part of Florida Beach in the U.S.A. The climate is mild and it is favored with good coastline. It is so attractive a place as a resort that it has grown rapidly since 1980. Lee County has had increasingly so much work like property evaluation, settling of city plans and land use plan, etc., that in response to its expanding city function the officials of the county government have been suffering from the heavy load of works. In order to tide over the situation, they adopted the idea that it should be solved not through increasing budget and officials but through improving the way to manage. The result was that in 1991 they began operating a geographic information system as Land Information Management System.

In this Land Information Management System, not only works like property evaluation and land use are supported, but many functions like water and sewage maintenance, road maintenance, zone management, disaster prevention and police support, some kinds of area measurement, are also incorporated and make the system very profitable. In this system, the newest data of the geographic information is supplied and cooperatively used, and every department is in charge of inputting and maintaining the graphic and text data of the geographic information it is concerned with. Any one of officials of the county government can retrieve and analyze the common geographic information by virtue of his proper authority.

By introducing Land Information Management System, property evaluation cost per one block in Lee County has become the lowest one in the State of Florida. Any user of Land Information Management System can easily get concise
information among lots of databases maintained by various departments of the county, whichever database it may be from and whichever department may be in charge of it. The efficiency has thus extraordinarily increased. In addition, one can use the newest information in automatic procedure with few errors, and do ones work more efficiently and effectively. The effect on this side cannot be disregarded, either.

Such a geographic information system as Land Information Management System in Lee County seems to have passed the development stage (C) "a geographic information system as local infrastructure" and now to be entering the stage (D) "a geographic information system as a social infrastructure".

(3) An Application example of geographic information system in the project

Wallace Roberts & Todd Corp. participated in

WRT (Wallace Roberts & Todd. Corp.) is one of America's leading companies that assist planning and designing. The head office is located in Philadelphia in the U.S. WRT organized a cooperative team with environmental scientists, and carried out an extensive land use study in the coastal area of Cumberland County in the State of New Jersey, in connection with the inhabiting conditions of wild animals and plants scarce and in danger of extinction. WRT utilized geographic information systems effectively and fully for this land use study.

In the beginning, WRT used the digital maps produced by the U.S. Geological Survey and made a land use base map, consisting of landscape, geology, soil, weather, administrative border, zoning, rivers, lakes and marshes, roads, railways, facilities, landmarks, etc. Then observation records of those animals and plants that are (or were) very rare and in danger of extinction—after being studied and analyzed on the basis of the results of the cooperative survey with environmental scientists—were kept and stored on the base map. The data obtained from the survey was also composed in the existing land use map by the use of computer mapping technique.

Cumberland County has had coordination problems of land use due to its extending economic size and urbanization on the one hand, and environmental conservation problems in Delaware Valley Protected Region on the other hand. The result of this land use survey by WRT using geographic information systems is expected much to function effectively to reconsider the master plan about the land use in this county.
WRT, in cooperation with Rutger's University, etc., has also made the Economic Assessment of what is to be brought about by "New Jersey State Plan", using geographic information systems. The plan is going to be carried out by the year 2010 and the assessment evaluated what effects the plan will have on the economic developments and the inhabitant's life in the state of New Jersey. The effects were grouped as follows: (1) effects on industry and population such as commercial or industrial location, decrease of agricultural and forest area, increase of employment, and home lots development; and (2) effects on living environments such as air pollution, water foulness, and increase of urban facilities and cultural facilities. They estimated and evaluated those effects, but it didn't stop here: they made a total and systematical evaluation as well, taking note of (3) effects on state's and local government's grand total of tax, and effects on enlargement of expenses on keeping infrastructure or local service increase.

4. Application examples of geographic information system technology

(1) Utility example of geographic information system technology

We have considered in the concrete some examples of geographic information systems in the previous chapter. Here we are to examine how and where the technology of geographic information system (that is, GIS technology) is applied. By the way, this GIS technology is, according to Hiroyuki Kohsaka, interpreted as data processing function and analyzing function of geographic information systems, and these functions are understood to be unique to geographic information systems derived from the characteristics of using digital maps. He says its data processing and analyzing functions consist of 9 principal functions: (1) data retrieval, (2) map generalization, (3) map abstraction, (4) map sheet operation, (5) buffer generation, (6) polygon overlay/dissolution, (7) measurement, (8) grid cell analysis, and (9) digital topographical analysis.

In the following, we will pick up among others (1) map data retrieval, (2) radius search and totalization, and (3) map overlay, and see and brief how they are utilized.

Now let us see examples of map data retrieval function. In Milwaukee city in the U.S.A., it is extremely important among the officials' daily works to respond quickly to the inquiries from citizens and traders about legal restriction
about city planning such as regulations on land use purposes or buildings\(^\text{12}\).

So the city introduced a geographic information system and started making purpose-distinct area maps classified by purpose, size, and altitude, in order to show the legal restriction circumstances at a glance. The city planning department and the building inspection department began to use it. At the same time, using the system enabled them to respond quickly the inquiries in relation to applications for building permission from citizens and traders. It is the basic function of map data retrieval of GIS technology that made it possible to manage those inquiries about building permission application in Milwaukee.

The second example is that of radius search and totalization function. In San Diego City in the USA, the police use geographic information systems in order to save and analyze criminal data\(^\text{13}\). Radius search function illustrates the crime occurrence circumstances within a certain extent around the point in question, and is broadly utilized as a criminal analysis map drawing system.

In this system, by selecting a center point (address, etc.) and radius, a criminal distribution map within the radius around the center is output. Characteristically, it enables them to see the criminal occurrence circumstances in relation to roads, land use, or population. Thus, San Diego's crime analysis map drawing system has got effect by making use of the basic function of radius search and totalization in geographic information system.

The last example is of map overlay function. Selection of area suitable for development (siting), for instance, is a typical application of map overlay function\(^\text{14}\). Such a technique of overlaying polygons as is used to choose development suitable areas is generally called thematic composition (layer composition). One layer shows suitable and unsuitable areas concerning one element of condition; if there are some conditions to be considered, the same number of layers are drawn for each element; then they are overlain—or composed—and the most suitable area possible to develop can be selected.

(2) Utility example in marketing analysis

The subjects of marketing analyses using geographic information systems are roughly divided into two groups: (1) analysis of market itself, and (2) analysis of location. The former group can be subdivided into what aims to visualize the market and what clarifies the market's characteristics. The latter group can also be subdivided into analysis of overlapping trading areas and that of non-
First, among the groups of market analysis, those that aim "market visualization" are trying to express markets visually—to visualize markets—on the three phases: (1) expressing trading areas, (2) expressing competition of trading areas, and (3) expressing movement of trading areas.

Here, "expressing trading areas" means to express, for example, the service areas of three different fitness clubs visually and three-dimensionally, using a geographic information system. "Expressing competition of trading areas" is to express competing trading areas visually and three-dimensionally and make it possible to see the situation where they are competing and sharing the place. And "expressing movement of trading areas" is to express visually and three-dimensionally how the trading areas change as time pass or in response to advertisements or events. For instance, it compares customer-collecting conditions at different two times in a certain shopping center and analyzes the difference between them.

The next is the second group of market analysis: "what clarifies market's characteristics". This includes (1) market segmentation and (2) market area segmentation.

"Market segmentation" is chosen, for instance, when a certain enterprise, in order to carry out a minute manufacture policy (sales policy), classifies the area in question into some groups according to market characteristics—generally according to such indexes as age, sex, income, vocation etc.—and adopts respective manufacture policy (sales policy) in each classified region. "Market area segmentation" is also called geodemographics and the characteristic of it is to divide residential areas into some types and to subdivide each type into smaller segments.

Market analysis that aims location analysis, as above mentioned, consists of two types: analysis of overlapping trading areas and that of non-overlapping trading areas. In this classification, it can be said that the former is a location problem of a private facility, and the latter of an official facility—a common facility. Such a location analysis is characterized by its way of solving questions by interlocking various mathematical models.

"Overlapping trading area analysis" can give us a certain solution, for instance, by using the maximum inclination method—one of the optimization methods—and the impact analysis method. "Non-overlapping trading area
analysis” has two types: (1) location analysis of a single facility and (2) location analysis of plural facilities. And this non-overlapping analysis has two ways of solution according whether it deals with a location problem in a serial space or in separate spaces (a location problem at the joint-point on the network). Other types of methods have also been devised and used: some are, for instance, methods by seeing from the side of facility users: (1) users total moving distance minimization method, (2) users longest moving distance minimization method, and so on; other methods are by seeing from the side of facility providers: (1) facility number minimization method (in case of plural facilities), (2) existing facility maximum utilization method, and so on21).

5. Direction in geographic information system applied to the environmental field

In this chapter, we will consider the possibility or direction of introducing geographic information systems into environmental field. The two largest fields where introduction of geographic information systems are hoped for are “administration” and “business”. But environmental problems concern mainly on the administration parts—whether national or local. Here we are, therefore, going to examine the field of administration exclusively.

By the way, administrative offices have been the largest user of geographic information systems up to the present. They have been using them, for instance, for the following purposes: (1) information collecting (remote sensing, monitoring, etc.); (2) planning and maintenance (city planning support, land use plan­ning support, facilities maintenance, real estate taxation, etc.); (3) resource conservation (land conservation, forestry resource conservation, etc.); (4) environment protection (natural environment protection, environmental preservation, etc.); (5) landscape protection (urban landscape protection, historical landscape protection, etc.); (6) disaster prevention (disaster information collection, research of disaster area, etc.). This is—and is going to be—the fact not only in foreign countries but in Japan.

In this situation, especially seen from the point of environmental problems, a geographic information system is expected to function effectively and properly as an environmental monitoring system by the administration. Among environmental problems, there are (1) problems caused as “nature destruction”—to
destroy the function the environment has as a resource supplier, (2) problems caused as “nature pollution”—to destroy the function the environment has as an assimilator, and (3) problems caused as “amenity destruction”—to destroy the function the environment has as an amenity supplier. And these problems sometimes occur separately and sometimes as a compound. The types of environment monitoring are (1) what needs periodic monitoring f. ex. of water, land subsidence, (2) what needs constant monitoring f. ex. of air pollution and noise, and (3) what needs to estimate the environmental influence before carrying out various planning such as environmental assessments.

The objects of monitoring are also varied and wide-ranged in relation to the type of destruction; some deal with mainly maintenance and protection—or in some cases control and prevention of environmental pollution—against the changing ecosystem and the living conditions of rare animals and plants, greenhouse effect and desertification of the earth and so on; others mainly aim to grasp the change of social environment, including maintenance and protection of natural environments and control and prevention of environmental pollution, such as change of location condition of roads, railways, buildings and facilities, change of purpose-designation of area, or change of land use, etc. In addition, if we count amenity control and protection of city landscape, historical landscape, or cultural heritage like terraced rice field, there is possibly no end to the range of monitoring contents.

In the following we will focus the administrative—in this case, local administrative—monitoring on rural district and examine the direction of introducing a geographic information system especially into environmental field in relation to the planning of rural land use.

The typical direction of it can be seen in the geographic information system for “rural planning and rural environment maintenance” tried in England. In England, they have “Urban and Rural Planning Act”. According to it, when they make a plan of rural land use, a basic plan is to be made in a comparatively wide range in the first place. On the basis of it, a detail plan is made for each small area. The basic plan shows the main frame, and its contents are about roads, wide-range development plan, or green belt designated area, etc. On the other hand, in area’s detail plan, pastoral areas, landscape conservation areas, and environmentally sensitive areas (ESA) are prescribed concretely and in detail. Environmentally sensitive areas (ESA) are in relation to Common Agri-
cultural Policy (CAP) by European Union (EU), and in that area they try to maintain rural environments by restricting intensive agriculture.

Now, when a local government plans such a basic plan and area's detail plan in relation to the plan of rural land use, they utilize geographic information systems effectively. For instance, when they select environmentally sensitive areas in the area's detail plan, they don't only estimate for the area the degree of possibility in agricultural land use or the degree of possibility in various development plans on the basis of various social-economic indexes. But they also take into consideration even those elements that you might think to be difficult to index, such as ranking of nature and landscape beauty, characteristics of phase of living things, characteristics of topography, geology, and soil, or archeological, architectural or historical value. Thereafter, by overlaying these layers, they try to estimate totally and select environmentally sensitive areas. After selecting, the monitoring of the environmentally sensitive areas by the local government belongs to the field over which geographic information systems have advantage, so far as its monitor system runs effectively.

Geographic information systems work for making area's detail plan as well, when they select landscape conservation areas from the vast fields and forests in the concerning region. Geographic information systems also make it more effective to monitor the selected landscape protection area.

The direction of introducing geographic information systems into rural environmental field by the government is summarized to be a kind of use of geographic information systems for rural planning and rural environmental control by the government. To speak concretely and technically, three types of data are synthesized: (1) face information (raster type data) concerning the present land use by satellite pictures and aerial pictures, etc., (2) polygon information (vector type data) concerning topography, geology, soil, and climate, water resource, and underground water, etc., and (3) point and line information (vector type data) concerning water quality test, environmental test, or existence of agricultural undertakers. Then they are constructed, as one total spatial analytical information, into a geographic information system for rural planning and rural environmental maintenance. Thus geographic information systems will come to be more often used; it will be used not only when we need output of rural land use plan, but also as an assisting tool for the deciding process of rural land use plan. Apart from environmental problems, geographic
information systems are greatly expected as a method of proper use and management of resources in agricultural/rural areas, and moreover, of maintenance of facilities, etc., owing to their merits of visualization and manipulation.

6. Conclusion

We have investigated geographic information systems concretely in some of their utility examples, and especially put focus on direction of their future utility in the field of environment.

In Chapter 2, four stages of development of geographic information systems are considered: (1) stage of maintaining the facilities of the economic body concerned, (2) stage of administrative management including its facility maintenance, (3) stage as a local infrastructure, and (4) stage as a social infrastructure.

In Chapter 3, among the ways of usage of geographic information systems, a few cases were chosen and investigated in the concrete: (1) the case of distribution information system of public services by Ijsselmij company; (2) the case of land information management system in Lee county, Florida; (3) the case of geographic information system in the project WRT company participates in. And in Chapter 4, definite application examples of geographic information system technology are considered: (1) map data retrieval function, (2) radius search and totalization function, (3) map overlay function, and (4) market analysis and location analysis in marketing analysis function.

Finally, in Chapter 5, the direction of utilization of geographic information systems in the environmental field was investigated, seeing an example in England, where they try to make rural plans and maintain rural environment by using them.

As is seen above, applied usage of geographic information systems is found in several cases of environmental field, but it is just in the beginning. The possibility of usage seems endlessly wide and large. It can be said that we, agricultural economists, are in charge of giving a certain answer to environmental problems in rural areas, by taking a good view of development and progress of geographic information systems, and introducing them into the environmental field of rural areas.
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